
 Optic yellow groundstake
 Optic yellow is a safety feature that makes your ground stake easier to see.

Nylon pole to groundstake interface
 Brand new and exclusive patent pending technology. Our nylon base insert centers the groundstake in the 

 pole for added stability. It also provides ultimate protection for the pole and groundstake extending the 

 life of both. But best of all this special feature provides our brand new anti wrap feature. The half globe shape  

 made of slippery nylon stock means that this pole spins with just a whisper of wind.

Stainless steel pole base sleeve
 Exclusive stainless steel base sleeve for the ultimate in pole base protection and stability. No other point on 

 the pole receives more stress or needs more protection.

Stainless steel closed loop banner clip
 Brand new and exclusive patent pending design allows for many styles of banner anchor and will not break 

 off like older style brass clips.

Epoxy resin cross layered fiberglass construction
 Cross bias layering of epoxy resin fiberglass material is wrapped on our exclusive forms and baked to create 

 an ultra strong pole composition. The epoxy resin is denser and much more resiliant than standard fiberglass  

 construction seen on weaker poles. This is the ultimate in strength and flexibility combined.

Nickel plated copper ring section toppers for ultimate stability and split protection.
 Sectional top rings are critical for split protection when pole sections are under severe stress. Our nickel plated  

 copper is not only functional, it is sharp looking and corrosion resistant. Poles without this critical element 

 are just waiting to split and fail under stress. Get in the Wind invented this feature over 8 years ago and still 

 leads the way with new features and materials.

Exclusive modular stacking assembly
 Brand new and exclusive to Get in the Wind. Our new patent pending stacking modular design utterly   

 eliminates pole collapse. Assembly is still quick and very easy, and disassembly is still a breeze.



Solid fiberglass tip
The tip section is the thinnest and often the most stressed section of the pole. Only a soild 

tapered rod will handle the higher winds without failure and still give the proper amount of 

flex for a lively banner display.

Exclusive triangular stainless steel wiretip.
Brand new and exclusive for Get in the Wind. Our stainless steel triangular loop tip is patent 

pending for its simple but brilliant design. Extra strong for heavy pulling 

applications, it's flat top prevents pole punch through on Windfeathers and other banner 

pockets. The extra wide opening allows for all pole uses from Windfeathers to kite and 

banner or streamer attachment.

Optic yellow paint with section numbered rings
Easily the best looking pole on the market today, the Windstinger brings an incredible look 

to the market with an optic yellow and black danger stripes. In addition each graduating 

section has an ascending number of rings at the base. Whenever a question might arise 

about the pole, the particular section in question can be clearly identified with a simple 

count of the black base stripes.

Exclusive optional extension section.
What makes the ultimate pole even better? That's what we asked ourselves, and the answer 

was, How about a little more of such an awesome pole. Way beyond all new and exclusive, 

our modular add a section is the ultimate add on to take your Windstinger pole from 16.5 

feet tall to 20 feet tall instantly. Yet another patent pending feature for this special pole.

Extra rigid construction
This epoxy resin pole with cross fiber fabrication has been especially engineered for a very 

stiff pole profile. Unlike other poles designed for greater flexibility, the Windstinger is the 

best option for heavy top loads and wider banners. Anytime a roof mount or high wind 

with moderate to heavy wind resistance is in order, the Windstinger is you very best 

modular option.

Simple replacement section design
Brand new and exclusive to Get in the Wind. Our awesome new modular stacking design 

means that any section can be replaced simply and quickly. Loose a section? Park a truck on 

it? No matter, just let us know which one you need and we can ship the same day to keep 

you flying. Some poles make you do a full replacement when an accident occurs, but we are 

ready to keep your banner in the air.

Fabric storage and shipping bag
Our unique fabric storage bag provides perfect protection and easy transport for the 

Windstinger pole. Included free with every order and complete with velcro straps and 

shoulder strap. Each section is individually held securely, so nothing rattles or falls out.

Nickel plated copper positive stop rings
Our modular stacking design is held in place by positive stop rings on the bottom of each 

section. Corrosion resistant and precision placed. 

Smart design single option setup
Exclusive patent pending stop ring design makes it impossible to assemble upside down or 

backwards. The oversized rolled edges on rings 2,3 & 4 mean that sections cannot be 

inverted and jammed. A real problem with other poles.

Free spin nylon groundwasher
Exclusive patent pending ground washer with free spin design. This new feature allows your 

windfeather or windsock to spin freely even in the lightest winds. Even extra wide wind 

banners that normally wrap easily will stay open and readable. The nylon material won’t 

rust, and the larger footprint of this feature keeps your pole from burrowing into the 

ground over time.

Hot graphics and copy for web and print sales support
New logos, new photos, new web ready graphics all ready to drop into your advertising and 

marketing vehicles.

Standard shipping
No oversize or overweight shipping. Less than 5 pounds even with all the features we’ve 

added, plus less than 4’ in its very stylish storage bag. Easy and convenient for storage and 

travel as well.

No more top and bottom caps
Telescopic poles require a top and bottom cap to hold the parts together when not in use. 

The Windstinger has done away with these pesky items that are forever getting lost.



 Optic yellow groundstake
 Optic yellow is a safety feature that makes your ground stake easier to see.

Nylon pole to groundstake interface
 Brand new and exclusive patent pending technology. Our nylon base insert centers the groundstake in the 

 pole for added stability. It also provides ultimate protection for the pole and groundstake extending the 

 life of both. But best of all this special feature provides our brand new anti wrap feature. The half globe shape  

 made of slippery nylon stock means that this pole spins with just a whisper of wind.

Stainless steel pole base sleeve
 Exclusive stainless steel base sleeve for the ultimate in pole base protection and stability. No other point on 

 the pole receives more stress or needs more protection.

Stainless steel closed loop banner clip
 Brand new and exclusive patent pending design allows for many styles of banner anchor and will not break 

 off like older style brass clips.

 Cross layered re-enforced fiberglass construction
 Cross bias layering of  fiberglass material is wrapped on our exclusive forms and baked to create an ultra strong  

 pole composition. The cross layering is more resiliant than standard fiberglass construction seen on weaker  

 poles. This is the ultimate in strength and flexibility combined.

Nickel plated copper ring section toppers for ultimate stability and split protection.
 Sectional top rings are critical for split protection when pole sections are under severe stress. Our nickel plated  

 copper is not only functional, it is sharp looking and corrosion resistant. Poles without this critical element 

 are just waiting to split and fail under stress. Get in the Wind invented this feature over 8 years ago and still 

 leads the way with new features and materials.

Exclusive modular stacking assembly
 Brand new and exclusive to Get in the Wind. Our new patent pending stacking modular design utterly   

 eliminates pole collapse. Assembly is still quick and very easy, and disassembly is still a breeze.



Solid fiberglass tip
The tip section is the thinnest and often the most stressed section of the pole. Only a soild 

tapered rod will handle the higher winds without failure and still give the proper amount of 

flex for a lively banner display.

Exclusive triangular stainless steel wiretip.
Brand new and exclusive for Get in the Wind. Our stainless steel triangular loop tip is patent 

pending for its simple but brilliant design. Extra strong for heavy pulling 

applications, it's flat top prevents pole punch through on Windfeathers and other banner 

pockets. The extra wide opening allows for all pole uses from Windfeathers to kite and 

banner or streamer attachment.

Metal flake gunmetal gray paint with section numbered rings
Easily the best looking pole on the market today, the Windruler brings an incredible look to 

the market with its distinctive metallic paint job. In addition each graduating section has an 

ascending number of rings at the base. Whenever a question might arise about the pole, the 

particular section in question can be clearly identified with a simple count of the white base 

stripes.

Enhanced construction with dynamic motion
Unlike other poles that are either designed for strength or flexibility, the Windruler with its 

cross fiber fabrication has been especially engineered to create a unique blend of strength 

and motion.

Simple replacement section design
Brand new and exclusive to Get in the Wind. Our awesome new modular stacking design 

means that any section can be replaced simply and quickly. Loose a section? Park a truck on 

it? No matter, just let us know which one you need and we can ship the same day to keep 

you flying. Some poles make you do a full replacement when an accident occurs, but we are 

ready to keep your banner in the air.

Fabric storage and shipping bag
Our unique fabric storage bag provides perfect protection and easy transport for the 

Windstinger pole. Included free with every order and complete with velcro straps and 

shoulder strap. Each section is individually held securely, so nothing rattles or falls out.

Nickel plated copper positive stop rings
Our modular stacking design is held in place by positive stop rings on the bottom of each 

section. Corrosion resistant and precision placed. 

Smart design single option setup
Exclusive patent pending stop ring design makes it impossible to assemble upside down or 

backwards. The oversized edges on rings 2,3 & 4 mean that sections cannot be inverted 

and jammed. A real problem with other poles.

Free spin nylon groundwasher
Exclusive patent pending ground washer with free spin design. This new feature allows your 

windfeather or windsock to spin freely even in the lightest winds. Even extra wide wind 

banners that normally wrap easily will stay open and readable. The nylon material won’t 

rust, and the larger footprint of this feature keeps your pole from burrowing into the 

ground over time.

Hot graphics and copy for web and print sales support
New logos, new photos, new web ready graphics all ready to drop into your advertising and 

marketing vehicles.

Standard shipping
No oversize or overweight shipping. Less than 5 pounds even with all the features we’ve 

added, plus less than 4’ in its very stylish storage bag. Easy and convenient for storage and 

travel as well.

No more top and bottom caps
Telescopic poles require a top and bottom cap to hold the parts together when not in use. 

The Windstinger has done away with these pesky items that are forever getting lost.


